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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1
(A) – number of expressed repeat elements of each type. Related to Figure 2F.
(B) – dendrogram and the heatmap for the consensus clustering of repeat element based on expression. Related to Figure
2E.
(C) – mosaic plot for the poly(A) detectability of repeats in each cluster. Related to Figure 2G.
(D)  – In  this  hypothetical  model,  cellular  transformation  leads  to  relaxing  of  epigenetic  transcriptional  control  which
induces the transcription of  non-coding RNAs, including repetitive elements such as  Line1 and HSATII.  Due to their
particular nucleotide motif usage, these transcripts may theoretically activate a yet undescribed innate pathway leading to
downregulation of inflammatory genes and exclusion of immune cells from the tumor cellular environment. Related to
Figure 4C, D, E, F.





Supplemental Tables

Table S1
Computed expression difference between the total RNA and the poly(A) protocol; outlier genes.

Table S2
Results of the variance test for the computed expression difference between the protocols.

Table S3
Rank correlation for the expression computed from the total RNA and the poly(A) prepared aliquots and significance test.

Table S4
Consensus clustering assignment.

Table S5
DE analysis between the COAD tumors in the third and the first tercile according to L1HS expression.

Table S6
GO analysis for DE genes between the COAD tumors in the third and the first tercile according to L1HS expression.
S6A – downregulated in the third tercile
S6B – upregulated in the third tercile

Table S7
DE analysis between the pancreatic tumors in the third and the first tercile according to HSATII expression.

Supplemental Experimental Procedures

We have selected 38 samples from TCGA which had total RNA frozen solid tumor RNA-Seq data. The patient IDs are
TCGA-BL-A13J, TCGA-BL-A0C8, TCGA-BL-A13I, TCGA-A7-A0DB, TCGA-A7-A26E, TCGA-A7-A13D, TCGA-A7-
A13E,  TCGA-A7-A26J,  TCGA-A6-6781, TCGA-A6-2684, TCGA-A6-6780, TCGA-A6-6650, TCGA-A6-5659, TCGA-
A6-3810, TCGA-A6-5656, TCGA-A6-2677, TCGA-A6-2674, TCGA-A6-3809, TCGA-B2-5635, TCGA-B2-5633, TCGA-
B2-3924, TCGA-B2-3923, TCGA-44-6775, TCGA-44-6146, TCGA-44-2662, TCGA-44-2656, TCGA-44-2668, TCGA-44-
2666,  TCGA-44-5645,  TCGA-44-2665,  TCGA-44-3917,  TCGA-44-6147,  TCGA-44-4112,  TCGA-44-3918,  TCGA-BK-
A0CA, TCGA-BK-A0CC, TCGA-BK-A139, TCGA-BK-A26L. These samples are comprised of 12 LUAD, 10 COAD, 5
BRCA, 4 KIRC, 4 UCEC, 3 BLCA tumors.

Out of these 38 samples, 29 samples had matching poly(A) RNA-Seq data. Total RNA and poly(A) prepared aliquots were
derived from the same physical sample. These samples are comprised of 11 LUAD, 6 COAD, 5 BRCA, 4 KIRC, 3 BLCA
tumors. The relevant patient IDs are TCGA-44-2656, TCGA-44-2662, TCGA-44-2665, TCGA-44-2666, TCGA-44-2668,
TCGA-44-3918,  TCGA-44-4112,  TCGA-44-5645,  TCGA-44-6146,  TCGA-44-6147,  TCGA-44-6775,  TCGA-A6-2684,
TCGA-A6-5656,  TCGA-A6-5659,  TCGA-A6-6650,  TCGA-A6-6780,  TCGA-A6-6781,  TCGA-A7-A0DB,  TCGA-A7-
A13D, TCGA-A7-A13E, TCGA-A7-A26E, TCGA-A7-A26J, TCGA-B2-3923, TCGA-B2-3924, TCGA-B2-5633, TCGA-
B2-5635, TCGA-BL-A0C8, TCGA-BL-A13I, TCGA-BL-A13J.

The presence of such paired samples allows one to perform a technical comparison of sequencing protocols and their effects
on computed gene expression. 

Raw Illumina reads were quality filtered as follows. First, ends of the reads were trimmed to remove N's and bases with
quality less than 20. After that the quality scores of the remaining bases were sorted and the quality at the 20th percentile
was computed. If the quality at the 20th percentile was less than 15, the whole read was discarded. Also, reads shorter than
40 bases after trimming were discarded. If at least one of the reads in the pair failed the quality check and had to be
discarded, we discarded the mate as well.

Quality filtered reads were mapped to the human genome (build 38) and to Repbase elements (release 20) using STAR
aligner (Dobin et. al., 2013) . Aligned reads were assigned to genes using the featureCounts function of Rsubread  package
(Liao et. al., 2013) using the external Gencode (Harrow et. al., 2012) and repeatmasker (Smit et. al., 2013) annotaion. This
produced the raw read counts for each gene. Mapping and counting of the reads was done in two stages. First, reads were
mapped to the human genome, and the counts were determined using the gencode annotation and the annotation derived
from the repeatmasker  output. We only counted uniquely mapping reads. After that the reads which were not assigned to



any feature in either gencode and repeatmasker annotation were re-aligned to the repeat consensus sequence (Repbase).
Counts  obtained  from  repeatmasker  and  Repbase  were  added  together  where  applicable.  Precomputed  repeatmasker
annotaion does not contain HSATII loci. We performed a de novo repeatmasker run using the Repbase data in FASTA
format to identify HSATII loci in the human genome.

Gene expression in terms of log2-CPM (counts per million reads) was computed and normalized across samples using the
TMM method as implemented in the calcNormFactors function of edgeR package (Robinson et. al., 2010) . Only coding
genes were used for normalization. Genes with low expression (ones not having at least 10 reads per million reads in at least
two samples) were filtered out. The same protocol was used for all datasets.

The difference of the computed expression between the two protocols was computed using limma package (Smyth, 2004;
Ritchie et. al., 2015). Expression data were used in conjuction with the weights computed by the voom transformation (Law
et. al., 2014). Despite the use of the same computational procedure (paired t-test as implemented in limma package), this
``differential expression'' test measures the technical difference between the two sequencing protocols, not the biological
difference between the various tissues. This difference is expressed as the binary logarithm of the fold change (logFC).

We have identified outlier coding/non-coding genes as follows. We computed the mean and the standard deviation of the
distribution of logFC for all genes. After that we performed the Z-test for the logFC value for each gene and computed the
false discovery rate (FDR) using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Genes whose FDR was less than 0.05 were considered
outliers. For this computation we considered the coding and the annotated non-coding genes separately.

Chi squared test for the variance of computed gene expression was performed as follows. We considered only genes with
median expression using both poly(A) and total RNA protocol exceeded log2(10). For every physical sample we computed
the  difference  between the  expression  values  from poly(A)  protocol  and  total  RNA protocol.  Then  we computed  the
variance of these differences. We performed the chi-squared test for the variance to verify whether these differences are
sample independent using EnvStats package in R. Cutoff for the variance was established as follows. Taking the linear fold
change between the two biological conditions (e.g., tumor and normal tissue) FC=2 as biologically significant, we assumed
n=3  replicates  for  each  of  the  conditions.  We required  the  standard  deviation  of  expression  difference  to  not  exceed
log2(fold change)/2 = 1. Adjusted p-values (FDR) were computed using Benjamini & Hochberg method.

Rank correlation between the computed expressions across the 29 samples using the total RNA and the poly(A) protocols
and its statistical significance was computed using the cor.test function from the stats package in R.

Regressions for the expression variance vs the length of the integration sites and the rank correlation vs the length of the
integration  sites  were  performed  using  the  lm function  from the  stats  package in  R  .  We have performed the  linear
regression between the variance and the log of the repeat length in the genome. For the rank correlation rho we have
performed the linear  regression between log((1+rho)/(1-rho))  and the  log of  the  repeat  length in  the genome (logistic
regression). Significance of the regression was assessed using the summary.lm function from the stats package in R.

Clustering of repeat elements based on expression was performed as follows. We have created 1000 bootstrap datasets, each
including 60% of expressed repeat elements. Each dataset was clustered using Mclust function of mclust package (Fraley
and Raftery, 2002; Fraley et. al., 2012) with the default settings. After that we computed the consensus distance between the
repeat elements i and j,

Dij = 1 - #(times elements i and j were clustered together) / #(times elements i and j were in the same dataset).

Hierarchical clustering was performed using Dij as a distance matrix yielding consensus clusters of repeat elements.

Gene ontology enrichment analyses were performed using the web tools powered by PANTHER (Thomas et. al., 2003; Mi
et. al., 2009). We used ``GO biological process complete’’ annotation set (GO ontology database retrieved 2017-01-26) with
PANTHER overrepresentation test (release 20160715) with Bonferroni correction.

Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Development Core Team, 2016) and the relevant packages (Millard, 2013;
Bowman and Azzalini, 2014; Zhao et. al., 2015; Neuwirth, 2014; Wickham, 2009; Warnes et. al., 2015).

Entropic forces acting on the sequence motifs were computed using the methods developed in (Greenbaum et.al., 2012).

In the analysis of urothelial cancer patient cohort we follow the definition of the clinical benefit as 6 months progression
free survival (PFS) from (Snyder et. al., 2017).

GSEA analysis was performed using the pre-ranked gene list. Genes in the list were ranked according to the t-statistic from
the differential expression analysis. The list included all expressed genes, not necessarily differentially expressed genes. We



acknowledge our use of the gene set enrichment analysis, GSEA software, and Molecular Signature Database (MsigDB),
http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/ (Subramanian et. al., 2005). 

HSATII and CD8 dual ISH and IHC were performed as follows. Monoclonal antibodies for CD8 and RNA ISH probe for
HSATII were sequentially applied on a single histologic slide,  and contrasting chromogens were used to visualize the
antibody: brown (diaminobenzidine [DAB]) for CD8 and RNA: red (fast red) for HSATII. Paraffin-embedded sections were
mounted on coated slides and were placed in an oven for 60 minutes at 60°C. The sequential double-staining protocol was
performed using the Leica Bond Rx automated immunostainer. Deparaffinization (View RNA Dewax1 protocol) and on-
board antigen retrieval were performed for 20 minutes at approximately 100°C with HIER2 reagent, which is an EDTA-
based proprietary Leica solution (pH 8.0–8.5).  Monoclonal CD8 antibody (Clone 4B11) was diluted as 1:400 in Leica
antibody  diluent  solution.  For  ISH  part  View-  RNA eZL  Detection  Kit  (Affymetrix)  was  used  on  the  Bond  RX
immunohistochemistry and ISH Staining System with BDZ 6.0 software (Leica Biosystems). The Bond RX user-selectable
settings  for  part  2  were  as  follows:  ViewRNA eZ-l  Detection  1-plex  (Red)  protocol;  ViewRNA Dewax1  Preparation
protocol;  ViewRNA Enzyme 2  (10);  ViewRNA Probe  Hybridization  3hrs  ,  With  these  settings,  the  RNA unmasking
conditions for the FFPE tissue consisted:  10-minute incubation with Proteinase K from the Bond Enzyme Pretreatment Kit
at 1:1000 dilution (Leica Biosystems).  HSAT II (Cat#VA1-10874) Ez probes were diluted as 1:40 in ViewRNA Probe
Diluent (Affymetrix).  Post run, slides were rinsed with water, air dried for 30 minutes at room temperature and mounted
using Dako Ultramount (Dako, Carpinteria,CA), and visualized using a standard bright-field microscope. Punted dote like
red  color  hybridization  signals  in  the  cell  cytoplasm and  nucleus  defined  as  positive  signals  for  HSATII  and  brown
cytoplasmic reactivity in lymphocytes was considered as positive for HSAT II.  

Additional  details  on  the  automation  are  provided  at  :
http://www.affymetrix.com/estore/browse/level_three_category_and_children.jsp?
category=cat640026&categoryIdClicked=cat640026&expand=true&parent=cat640022.
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